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At UJIA, everything we
do is about connection.
Throughout our long and illustrious history, we have enabled
thousands of young people to form profound and lasting
relationships with Israel, with our own community here in the
UK, and with each other.
The summer months have
always been crucial to our
work, with several inspirational
programmes taking place
every year including Israel
Tour, residential camps and
more. However, this year the
coronavirus brought all this
to a stop.
While nothing can replace
these flagship programmes,
we are proud to have supported
a whole host of projects that
brought Israel into your lives
and your homes throughout
the summer. Our methods
have had to change significantly,
but our goal is the same as ever
– to nurture our community’s
connection to Israel through
enriching, innovative and
inspiring experiences.

Through our £100,000
Summer Engagement Fund,
we harnessed the creativity in
our community to overcome
the challenges presented by
COVID-19. By providing grants
to both pre-existing and
new partners, we supported
the development of 24 new
programmes and initiatives
bringing Israel to children,
teenagers and adults across
the UK. We are proud to
have facilitated this important
community collaboration,
which increased the quality and
quantity of Israel Engagement
in the UK Jewish community.
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We funded 24 new initiatives, including projects from
youth movements, schools, synagogues, community centres
and other organisations.

Synagogues x 3

Primary
schools x 3

Secondary
schools x 1

Youth Movements/
Organisations x 8

UK charities x 5

Community
Centres x 1

Israeli
organisations x 2

Community
volunteering
organisations x 1

Projects which accessed The
Summer Engagement Fund reached
almost 7,000 young people.
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We funded projects from Orthodox, Masorti, Progressive and
non-denominational organisations, that operated nationally as
well as in London, Manchester, Leeds and Glasgow. The projects
employed a variety of different innovative methodologies, including
online lectures and workshops, ‘online camps’, day camps, virtual
tours, activities in a box, and combinations of these ideas used in
conjunction with social media engagement.
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Our Summer Engagement Fund Partners
We are proud to have supported the following community partners as part of our Summer Engagement Fund in 2020.

Registered Charity (No. 1125503) Company No. 6629551

The Zone’s Virtual Israel Holiday Experience
During Summer 2020 The Zone took 479 ‘tourists’ on a virtual summer holiday!
120 young people, 68 families, 12 couples and 16 individual adults took part in the virtual Israel
experience. Participants watched tours, took part in quizzes, made recipes, created Magen David
mobiles and lots more. We have now released the tours for general public viewing.
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Zone leaders will continue to use these tours and all the Israel In A Box activities for on-going Israel
education at The Zone. The idea of the virtual holiday was a really exciting one; little did we realise th
enormity of the task we had taken on!
Our Israeli Tour Guide, Joel Meyer who was recommended to us by Reshet and UJIA is an incredibl

Yavneh College
- Jewish Identity Programme

New North
London
Synagogue
- Chugim
b’kayitz

Due to the cancellation of the Yavneh College Israel trip for Year 9 students,
UJIA supported the school to provide a Jewish Identity programme for 150 pupils.
The participants heard from engaging speakers who shared their own personal
stories about their Jewish journeys and relationships with Israel throughout their
lives. The students also took part in a cultural exchange with teenagers from the
Carmiel Children’s Village, where they learned more about the lives of Israelis their
age, and considered the similarities and differences to their own Jewish lives in
London. The programme also included a virtual tour of Jerusalem provided by
StandWithUs, and an interfaith dialogue with a group of Hindu students, which
led to further reflection on the participants’ lives as young Jews living in the UK.

116 children enjoyed New North
London Synagogue’s 2-week
summer programme, which
hired specialist facilitators from
the community who had been
struggling to work as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic. The children
benefited hugely from sessions
run by a photographer, an actress,
a forest school specialist, a chef
and an art teacher.
18 madrichim who were due to go
on Israel Tour this summer helped
to provide a safe, inclusive and
enriching atmosphere for all the
children who took part. Each chug
(option) had a different Israel focus.
Participants created an enormous
3D map of Israel, learned about the
early settlers in the late 1800s and practised the skills needed to set up Kibbutzim.
The programme also included Israeli cooking, performances about visits to Israel
and games of Matkot and Machanyim.
The programme succeeded in engaging young members of the community
with Israel in a fun and meaningful way. 75% of participants could recall several
Hebrew words they had learned during the week and 82% of parents reported
that the camp helped their children build a positive relationship with Israel.
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Alyth Synagogue
- SWAY (Summer With Alyth Youth)
44 participants from Reception to Year 8 took part in a five-day ‘Bubbles’ day
camp, which included sports, Jewish and Israel learning and a mifgash (cultural
exchange) with children from Haifa. SWAY also enabled 30 madrichim (leaders)
from Years 9 to 13 to develop their leadership skills whilst running activities for
younger children.
Sarah Langsford of Alyth Synagogue said the following about the project:

We were extremely proud and excited by the success of this
year’s summer youth provision and are enormously grateful for the
support we have received from UJIA which enabled us to make
this happen. Despite all COVID-19 restrictions, camp really felt
like camp. The participants thoroughly enjoyed themselves and
benefited from the sense of togetherness. They had the opportunity
to meet new people and make new friends at a time when so many
activities have been restricted.”

New Israel Fund and Shared Paths
– Zoom in on Arab Society

Here’s what one of the parents had to say about SWAY:

It was wonderful to have our synagogue community open its
doors as a space for my three children over the summer after
an endless summer term of home schooling! It felt safe, friendly,
homely and looked like brilliant fun. The children came home each
day in excellent moods and I felt their energy for Judaism, friends
and outdoor exploration return to them in abundance. I’m very
proud of the madrichim who I have watched grow up over the years,
who became leaders for my own children. I view these incredibly
important role-modelling relationships between our young people
as essential to helping our Alyth community flourish.”
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New Israel Fund combined with Shared Paths, an Israeli NGO which runs local
educational tours, to provide interactive online sessions exploring the lives of
Arab citizens of Israel.
The project consisted of 4 ‘zoom ins’ in August, focusing on the lives of Arab
citizens living in the North of Israel. In sessions for Limmud, New Israel Fund,
JLGB and Alyth Synagogue, over 200 participants joined the interactive tours
with Jiryis Ballan, the expert tour guide provided by Shared Paths. Jiryis, a
musician who has also studied archaeology, shared his personal story and
brought his unique insight to each group, using live music to teach about his
culture. He also discussed the work of an orchestra which fuses traditional Arabic
and Yiddish music and answered questions about the relationships between
people of different faiths and ethnicities from his own experience. As a result
of this project, participants improved their knowledge of this sector of Israeli
society and expressed an interest to learn more about the challenges and
experiences of the different communities living in Israel.
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Israeli Scouts Western Europe
- Tzofim - Staying Connected
Summer 2020
The Israeli Scouts held their Tzofim Kaytana (summer day-camp) for primary
school children in London throughout the first week of August. The Kaytana
programme was held in Hebrew with Israel based activities, music and a great
atmosphere. Every day focused on a different theme, such as the Israeli map,
nature and technology, and sports in Israel.
The highlights of the programme included a quiz on Israeli Olympic and
Paralympic medalists alongside fun sporting competitions, and a session
on Israel’s “Bereshit” journey to the moon. Participants also learned about
famous Israeli inventions and then created and presented some of their own.
The Summer Engagement Fund also supported the Tzofim to run several online
and in person events for some of their older members, keeping them active,
entertained and connected to Israel throughout the summer months.

Gesher School Enrichment Week
UJIA supported Gesher School to run Kodesh Enrichment Days for 32 pupils from
Reception to Year 5. Co-Founder Sarah Sultman told us about the innovative
activities that took place to connect their pupils to Israel throughout the summer:

During our Summer term of 2020, UJIA kindly provided a grant
to help fund a series of Enrichment Days for our students. These
were particularly important as the majority of children had been
cut-off from their wider Jewish communities due to the nationwide
lockdown, and we wanted to put something in place to address this.
We subsequently planned these summer education days to support
our students in connecting with their Jewish identity and with the
Land of Israel in meaningful, interactive and exciting ways.
The students explored Israel using Virtual Reality headsets. They
were able to walk around wearing the VR goggles, whilst an app
enabled them to feel as if they were taking a tour of the Old City
in Jerusalem and of Tel Aviv. The children really enjoyed the activity
and for many of them it was their first ‘trip’ to Israel! They loved seeing
the sights and hearing the people and sounds of those cities.
As facilitators, it was wonderful to see the joy that Israeli culture
brings. The children ultimately learned more about their Homeland
and feel an enhanced connection with the Land of Israel.”
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Glasgow Israel Commit tee
- Glasgow Virtual Summer Camp
Volunteers from the Glasgow Israel Committee provided a 2-week online
summer camp in conjunction with Glasgow JLGB, UJIA, and the 5th Giffnock
Guides. 90 primary school aged participants from all over Scotland received
bags filled with craft activities and other ideas for things they could do at
home to strengthen their connection with Israel, Jewish values and the Hebrew
language. The campers formed a community, coming together for virtual
meetings, playing Israel-themed games, and posting updates on Facebook
to share what they had created in their arts and crafts activities. The madatzim
(counsellors-in-training) took an active role in planning and leading the
online sessions for the campers as part of their own Hadracha (leadership)
development, making this project a great example of community togetherness.

Hechalutz
– Hachshara (preparation) for future
leaders of the Jewish Community
This summer, Hechalutz built and delivered a 3 week online Israel Engagement
and Hadracha programme for Tour age participants from LJY-Netzer. The
programme included thought-provoking video content, live Q&A sessions
with Israeli speakers, hadracha training and interactive quizzes. The participants,
madrichim and movement workers all deepened their understanding of Israeli
society by taking part in a series of activities focusing on “people, places and
stories” and used their improved knowledge to run programmes for younger
LJY-Netzer participants throughout the summer.
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FZY Day Camp
FZY provided a 2-week day camp for their participants who would have been
on residential programmes over the summer. 140 participants in Years 7 to 10
took part in activities to engage with Israel’s culture, history, and society, led
by 50 of FZY’s own madrichim.
FZY Executive Director Joel Jacobs explained how UJIA’s support helped them
provide for their members this summer:

FZY day camp was a great success, in terms of both numbers and
quality content produced. We had two weeks of well thought out
peulot (activities) that kept our young people engaged, and enabled
them to socialise after months of not seeing anyone outside of their
immediate family. It was the start of their FZY journeys and opened
their eyes to pluralist informal education, allowing them to explore
their Jewish and Zionist identities outside of the classroom.

Kol Nefesh Masorti Synagogue
- Hands across the lands

Despite the initial upset of cancelled residential camps, we rose to
the challenge to ensure we could engage them with our ideology,
allowing them to really get a feel for what it is like to be part of
a Jewish, Zionist youth movement. We were able to include our
traditional Maccabiah Games and Colour Wars, whilst adhering
to the COVID-19 guidelines. We also managed to give our
participants valuable volunteering opportunities, to help the wider
community during these tough times.”
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Kol Nefesh Masorti Synagogue paired with the Mayanot community in Jerusalem
to run a creative photography and film-making programme for their young members
aged between 8 and 18. Rabbi Joel Levy explained how this idea resonated with the
participants and kickstarted a meaningful relationship with their Israeli counterparts:

The Hands across the Lands project was based on the beautiful
idea of bringing together young people from the UK and Israel to
look at their experiences of lockdown this year through photography.
As well as being the part time rabbi of Kol Nefesh Masorti Synagogue
in Edgware I am an active member of the Mayanot Masorti
community in South Jerusalem. Normally the lives of the kids in those
two shuls are totally distinct and there is no contact between them at
all, but ironically the total lockdowns in Israel and the UK meant that
the kids actually shared a common reality for a little while and Hands
across the Lands has translated that experience into a shared visual
language. It was a simple and really clever way of bringing children in
the UK and Israeli closer together.”
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JLGB Virtual Summer in
partnership with UJIA

a virtual summer extravaganza to delight young people whose lives
have been turned upside down by the pandemic and for whom
regular summer youth provision, from Israel Tour to Summer Camp
and NCS (National Citizen Service) was cancelled.

UJIA provided support for JLGB Virtual - a series of outstanding live online
programmes for and by young people in our community.
JLGB CEO Neil Martin told us how the Summer Engagement Fund helped
to bring Israel into the homes of their members throughout the summer:

Our summer programme culminated in our UJIA-partnered Israel
week starring Hanoch Budin, a former Israeli Paralympian, as well
as a series of sessions exploring Israel’s culture, major charities and
music. We worked with a range of providers to immerse our young
people in Israeli culture, including the Israeli Dance Institute and
DJ Shimi, an Israeli musician and voice actor, who took our young
people on a musical tour through Israel.

JLGB were just about to celebrate our 125th Anniversary when
we had to suspend all face-to-face activities and pivot our entire
organisation. JLGB Virtual was our response, ensuring that children
and young people continued to have fun, learn new skills, make a
difference and complete their volunteering awards during lockdown.
Our live online programmes have been seen by 1.8million people
and include skills sessions, active and healthy workshops, daily acts
of kindness and a special guest every evening, including Youth
Minister Diana Barran, Paralympian Tanni Grey-Thompson and Craig
David.FOR
With
thanks to WEEK
UJIA, in August we were able to run
MARKETING
OURgrateful
ISRAEL ENGAGEMENT
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The summer was an incredible success with over 148,000 minutes
viewed, an average of 38,530 unique viewers on Facebook watching
each episode of our extravaganza, and a regular attendance of
20-30 people in our live Zoom chat taking part in the activities. Our
young people spoke about how incredible these programmes were
considering that many of their summer plans had been disrupted.
The continued routine of running and watching JLGB Virtual allowed
for a sense of normalcy and we are so proud to have helped these
young people experience a new side to Israel through this grant.”
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LJY-Netzer – Machane B’ Bayit
150 young liberal Jews in the UK and Ireland, ranging from 7 to 25 years old,
came together to engage with their Judaism, connect with their community,
and have a wonderful experience during an otherwise difficult summer.
Machaneh B’bayit (camp at home) provided 3 weeks of activities, services,
and games. Each participant received a resource pack to make camp more
interactive, and to facilitate physical and creative activities. Machaneh B’bayit
also included a different Shabbat service each week, which gave participants
the opportunity to celebrate together with a Jewish community of their peers.
Israel Tour age participants also took part in a Hadracha programme, interacted
with various Israeli speakers through online sessions, and ran activities for
younger participants. Machane B’bayit has helped these participants stay in
touch with their movement and has also increased their motivation to take part
in future activities including Israel Tour, Hadracha and other LJY-Netzer events.

Beit Shvidler Primary School
- Camp Kayitz

One of the participants of the Hadracha programme told us about the success
of Machane B’bayit:

It felt special knowing that I’d helped keep the movement alive
during a really challenging year and I think the kids who attended camp
really got a lot out of it and enjoyed it.”

UJIA supported Beit Shvidler to run their first ever summer camp at the school.
Rabbi Jonathan Spector told us how important the 2 weeks of day camps proved
to be for the 90 children who attended:

With the children missing so much of school and being home for
so long, we decided to run the first ever Beit Shvidler School camp
in the summer. This gave parents a chance to get back to work and
build back up their businesses and the children a chance to once
again see their friends and teachers. It also gave us the opportunity
to inspire the children with informal Jewish education and connect
them back to tefillah (prayer), Israel, chesed (kindness) and other
themes running through camp. Although the main ingredient of
camp was lots of “fun”, educational opportunities ran through each
day, including Israel Day, where the children designed their own
Israeli flags, learnt Israeli dancing, discovered new places in Israel,
and took part in drama and other activities connected to Israel.”

UJIA SUMMER ENGAGEMENT FUND REPORT 2020
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Noam Masorti Youth and
Alma Primary Day Camp
Noam Masorti Youth partnered with Alma Primary School to run a 5-day camp for
students who were vulnerable or were the children of key workers. This initiative
supported those in the community who were having a more difficult time due
to the COVID-19 pandemic, whilst providing an opportunity for participants to
experience high quality informal Jewish education.
Both parents and participants gave excellent feedback about the inclusive,
fun and engaging environment created as part of the programme. The camp also
provided an important hadracha opportunity for the madrichim who took part.
Many Noam madrichim expressed that they wanted to give back to the community
and get more involved in social action in response to the pandemic. The Alma
Primary day camp gave Noam’s members the opportunity to do something
meaningful with their time, support others in the community, and stay connected
with each other, gaining invaluable leadership experience at the same time.

Noam Masorti Youth Chalutzim
- Israel Tour Online
For young people who would have been on Israel Tour, Noam put on a 3-day
online Israel experience, which provided participants with a deeper knowledge
of Israel’s history, politics, and culture. Participants enjoyed interactive virtual
tours, including a South Tel Aviv graffiti tour, and stayed connected to their
movement in the absence of in-person programming. The Chalutzim (pioneers)
programme also focused on leadership development and gave participants
the chance to build their own vision for their role as leaders in the movement.
As a result of this successful programme, many participants have signed up
for Noam’s hadracha course and have also committed to running activities for
younger members of the movement in the future.
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Project ImpACT
- Summer ImpACT Experience
UJIA supported Project ImpACT to provide a series of outdoor charity
challenges, enabling Jewish teens to volunteer and raise money for various
good causes throughout the summer.
The highlight challenge was a 5km obstacle course which ended with a mud run
and zip wiring into a lake. 30 teens took part and felt a real sense of achievement
in completing the course to raise money for charity. The participants also learned
about the three Israeli charities they supported as part of the programme - Leket
Israel, United Hatzalah and Save a Child’s Heart - and raised £450 for these
excellent causes.
Project ImpACT also ran a number of virtual volunteering opportunities, with 20
participants tutoring younger students in maths, reading and school work. Over
50 young people joined weekly sessions including a fitness activity with Israeli
charity Beit Halochem and a baking masterclass, after which they took their
cakes to NHS staff and volunteers to thank them for their hard work.

The Langdon Foundation
- Langdon Brady Summer Scheme
This summer, The Langdon Foundation provided 50 participants with activity
boxes, including several engaging and creative tasks to complete at home.
Participants also enjoyed two weeks of in-person day camps where they learned
Israeli dancing, experienced Israeli food and took part in a selection of different
games and workshops. One of the highlights of the programme was an Israelthemed cartoon drawing lesson, viewed by 145 people on Facebook, which
helped participants to learn a new skill while connecting to Israel in the process.
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The Zone
- Virtual Israel Holiday Experience

UK Jewish Film
- Israel on Screen: Learning
Through Film

The UJIA Summer Engagement Fund supported The Zone to take participants
on a virtual summer holiday to Israel. 120 young people, 68 families, 12 couples
and 16 individual adults took part in the virtual Israel experience, which
included tours, quizzes, cooking and creative activities.

This project brought teenagers and their parents together to learn about Israel’s
culture by watching thought-provoking Israeli movies. In total, 51 participants
watched Israeli movies in their own homes, focusing on the diverse communities
who make up Israeli society, the complexity of war and conflict, and other issues
affecting the lives of Israelis.

The virtual tours produced in conjunction with Israeli tour guide Joel
Meyer were a highlight of the programme, taking in the many sights and
stories of Tel Aviv, Masada, Jerusalem and Haifa. The interactive experiences
helped participants to improve their understanding of Israel’s history and
society, and enabled leaders at The Zone to create even more resources
and programmes for the Jewish community in Leeds, further deepening
their relationship with Israel.

The families also took part in meaningful online discussions with Israeli
educators, in which they discussed the films and their content, and further
enhanced their understanding of Israeli society.

Click on an image to view the tours

One of the participants told us about the impact of this project for their family
during the lockdown period this summer:

Sitting together and watching films that shone a spotlight on all
those untold stories about Israel and the people who live there was
a highlight for me and my family. I would say this project was one of
the genuine highlights of lockdown, through which we all learned a
great deal.”
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Bnei Akiva UK
- Expanding Activities Beyond Zoom
Bnei Akiva provided 3 weeks of day camps for members and leaders of all ages,
including those who would’ve gone on Israel Machane (camp) this summer.
Almost 400 participants from Year 3 to Year 11 attended “in-person” activities In
London and Manchester, including day trips, hikes and working the land on a farm,
just like the early pioneers in the Land of Israel. Mazkir Rafi Cohen explained how
UJIA’s support made a difference to the movement and their members:

Chanichim (participants) were delighted to be able to socialise in
person and do all their favourite activities – as fun as the day trips
were, it has been the activities led by our madrichim that have stood
out! We had around 400 chanichim signed up for Summer Machane
before the pandemic and we have interacted with almost all of them!
We have provided ideologically themed activities and maintained
their connection to Bnei Akiva. Considering the circumstances, I feel
we have done close to everything possible, and what we have put on
has been hugely successful. Thank you to everyone at UJIA for all your
support throughout this difficult year!”

Etgar Inter-school Quiz
A grant from the UJIA Summer Engagement Fund enabled Etgar to provide an
online quiz as a replacement for their showpiece annual event. Over 600 primary
school pupils logged in to take part in creative challenges and test themselves
on the Jewish and Israel content they had learned in their Etgar handbooks.
Participants completed various tasks, including writing a diary entry by David BenGurion reflecting on what he would have thought about Israel today. The event
received excellent feedback from pupils and parents and has proved incredibly
successful in improving the Jewish and Israel Literacy of all who take part.
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Nachlaot - A walk through the colourful alleyways of the sixth neighbourhood built
outside the walls of the Old City. The area which encompasses Jerusalem’s vibrant
market is comprised of 32 different and smaller neighbourhoods. Nachlaot was
StandWithUs
founded
by Jewish United
immigrantsKingdom
from around the world that endowed each
- Jerusalem
Live
neighbourhood
with their
own identity. On this tour guests discovered the incredible
Tribe, United Synagogue
characters
andofthe
cultures
who
madeLIVE’
Nachalaot into a haven for Charedim
With the support
UJIA,diverse
StandWithUs
developed the
‘Jerusalem
- Scavenger Rambles
programme, specifically as a response to the COVID-19
andeducational
hipsterstouralike.
pandemic. Tour guide Yoni Zierler broadcast his tours live from the streets of
Jerusalem, interacting in real time with participants from various educational
organisations, including Jewish schools, synagogues and youth movements.

Using UJIA’s grant, Tribe developed a scavenger hunt for families, with a series of
Israel-related clues to solve on their smartphones along the way. This innovative
programme ensured the 45 participants stayed connected with Jewish and
Israel-related content in the absence of residential programmes due to the
pandemic. The scavenger hunt activity, which was run four times throughout
the summer, proved to be an engaging and active methodology and will be
developed further so it can be used again in the future.

Strategic Tour - At Jerusalem's southern edge, we examined Jerusalem's expansion,
Yoni provided
fourpeered
unique tour into
options,
which showcased
different
areas and
post-1967.
We
Bethlehem
and
understood
the security challenges of the
historical stories of Jerusalem. By delivering key historical moments, and visiting
region
and the solutions implemented. The tour made its way down the valley and
significant heritage sites, the tours engaged participants in a journey to deepen
arrived
at a section
ofstory,
Israel's
security
barrier.
The the
tour offered the participant a unique
their connection
to Israel’s
while revealing
the history
that shaped
Jewish
People.
view of the situation on the ground for all those living in the area. The tour was
Approximately
2,000 British
have experienced
the Jerusalem
Live programme
particularly
suitable
toJews
educate
on Israel
security
dilemmas, Habonim
the current security
Dror issues
- Peulot
through the 27 tours which have taken place so far. The live tour model continues
thattoIsrael
facesandand
proved developed
to be the
perfect
tool,
thatShlav
could beBet
builtSeminar
in to
be very popular
the programme
in summer
2020 islearning
set to
and
play an important
role in StandWithUs
educational and
programmes
going forward,
additional
educational
programmes
events.
helping more British Jews to connect with Israel from their own homes.

in the Park

With UJIA’s support, Habonim Dror provided spy-themed activity days in London
and Leeds for 45 young people, encompassing Jewish and Israel learning through
informal educational activities. Staffed by the movement’s trainee leaders, the
programme provided a chance for them to gain hands-on hadracha experience.
Habonim Dror also brought over their dedicated Shlicha from Israel to run an
engaging and inspiring seminar for their “Shlav Bet” (post-gap year) age group.
The seminar explored diverse topics including antisemitism, Israel and hadracha,
and provided the movement’s older members with invaluable experiences to
support their development as leaders.

.

Professionalism, Social Distancing and Online safety.
StandWithUs invested
in up to FUND
date
equipment
in order16 to smoothly deliver a tech
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orientated experience. Participants online safety was of paramount concern. By
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